LOWER SECONDARY JUNIOR ,YEAR END NEWSLETTER - 2017
We have reached the end of another successful academic year, where
teaching and learning has been brought forth, where a lot of thought has
been put into the planning and implementation, with the collaboration of
management, staff and students.

ENGLISH
This term the senior middle school groups have been learning about advertising and adverts, its purpose
and the effect it has on its target audience. From television to magazines and newspapers, flyers and also
billboards, we are exposed to ads of various kinds, which is both informative and persuasive.
The students have been exploring and analyzing how texts are designed, including the use of colour, fonts,
images and layouts and the importance of using techniques such as positive language (eye catching
captions), emotional appeal, imperative verbs to create advertisements.
Being an innovative group, they all wished to create adverts of their own. A few seniors created adverts,
inviting people to take part in the leisure activity ‘ski slope’, a few others chose to create interesting ads to

persuade the audience to purchase their own ‘invented product’ such as a ‘M-phone’, and the rest created
beautiful flyers for ‘Diwali’ and ‘Halloween festival’.
Whereas the junior groups have been learning about ‘Our World’, understand and recognize some key
features of texts which reflect society and culture. They compared the tradition of our country to a foreign
country, a place they had probably visited, and could identify the similarities and differences from food,
clothing, and language to even beliefs and behaviour.
MATHEMATICS
The last term of the year had the students working to tie up all the learning in the concepts learnt during
the year. They worked on the following concepts and activities.
 In fractions they revisited the part and whole with an emphasis on the concept that a part depends
on what is defined as a whole. They worked on a variety of activities to cement their understanding
such as:
 Pattern block used to bring out the part/ whole relation- if hexagon was one then what was the
trapezium, rhombus and triangles with respect to hexagon.
 Paper folding to understand half, half of half etc.
 Multiplication of fractions - this was linked to doubling
 Worksheets where lines marked quarter, half, etc. was given and children had to complete it with the
help of Cuisenaire rods

 Multiplication of fractions using rectangles followed by numbers was done.
 Different coloured paper strips cut into half, quarter and eights were given to students to find out
how many ways to make a whole. (This was to bring in addition of like fractions)
 Addition of unlike fractions using the visual rectangle model- this was followed by listing multiples of
denominator and finding the l.c.m (something most students are never really clear about). They did
worksheets on fractions.
 Given a rectangle divided into fifth and a third shaded, they had to find a two third, three fifth, etc.
The big idea here was that the same fraction could be seen in different ways depending on what you
define as a whole. This was followed by another such rectangle to assess how many students
understood.
 They also worked on numbers doing interesting activities that further emphasised their comfort with
this aspect. They worked on number line drawn on board and one using cloth clips.
 Hundreds chart for sieve of Erasthonese - to understand primes, count how many primes from one to
100 and see how many between each set of 10. The big idea here was to bring in prime factorisation
which is an important tool for finding LCMs of big numbers.
 An activity involving shading primes to introduce the importance of ' necessary but not sufficient
condition' was conducted by the students.
 The children were shown a video on powers of ten to introduce them to how numbers change for
each power of 10. This was followed by an activity on powers of two using snap cubes.

The students also began preparing for the Buddhi Math Fest that had them focusing on Relative Distance,
Fibonacci Sequence and the Geometry of Shapes. They worked on the following in the run up to the
festival and showcased their learning during the Math Fest by displaying models, charts and enacting the
story in front of an audience.
 Another activity on relative distance of planets in the solar system was done by the children.
 Fibonacci - story of Fibonacci to introduce the sequence and see patterns in the numbers - like third
Fibonacci number in sequence is 2 and every third number is a multiple of two, fourth number is 3
and every fourth after is a multiple of three, etc.
 Adding the Fibonacci numbers to find a pattern
 Fibonacci in nature - numbers in petals and family tree of the honey bee
 Fibonacci walk activity. The big idea here was to introduce how patterns help in finding solutions by
breaking a problem into smaller steps
 Möbius strip activity- to show how a twist changes the geometry from two sides to one side and one
edge
 Folding A4 sheets to form rhombus, pentagon, hexagon and octagon

INQUIRY BASED LEARNING (HISTORY)

The inquiry topics chosen this term were diverse and interesting; ranging from different eras such as Greek
Gods and empires to modern song preference. Each team discussed and chose topics which they found
exciting and wished to explore. They came up with some thought provoking questions, conducted in depth
research and presented amazing facts about the ‘History of Writing’, ‘History of China’, ‘The Tudors’,
‘Greek Gods’, ‘Native Americans’ and ‘History of Rapping!’
It was interesting to observe how different teams prepared and presented. They showcased their strength
and abilities in different ways. A few asked good questions and collected fascinating information during the
process of survey, a few had excellent technology skills which were evident from their power point
presentation and a few others demonstrated good report writing skills. Likewise, a few showed artistic
abilities while creating the posters and some of them displayed remarkable oratory skills, they were able to
interact and grab audiences’ attention with fascinating facts. During this process the students learned how
to work as a team and a few showed amazing leadership qualities, supporting and encouraging their team
to give their best.

INQUIRY BASED LEARNING (SCIENCE)
This term, as a part of the Learning about our Ecology, the children were taken to a dry waste collection
and processing unit in Yelahanka. Here an array of machines sort, shred and turn plastic into raw material

used for making various recycled products. The chilren also visited Kuvempu Nagar Biomethanation plant
which aims at processing biodegradable wet waste.
In the second half of the project, the children were given a presentation on lakes of Bangalore, how they
were interconnected and how polluting one lake affects the aquatic life of connected lakes as well. They
visited Rachenahalli lake in the neighbourhood, which is part of a group of interconnected lakes and was a
perfect opportunity for them to observe first hand. They were then taken to Mahatma Gandhi Institute of
Rural Energy and Development where they were introduced to various small scale and large scale units
related to renewable and sustainable energy. This project helped the children understand the basic
principles of effective waste management, the importance of sustainable energy management and most of
all the ecological impact urbanisation brings about and why it is crucial to manage it effectively.

As a part of the science inquiry class, children were taken out doors for a neighbourhood ecology
awareness project.

ICT
This term, the focus was on shortcut keys for MS word, Excel and Power Point Presentation. Students
practiced with shortcut keys on the system using MS applications. Charts for shortcut keys were displayed

in their work area for all the applications. Students enjoyed working on shortcut keys. The skills learned in
ICT were integrated into other curricular areas, particularly in Inquiry learning.

In conclusion, we at Buddhi would like to wish you Merry Christmas and
happy holidays. Hope to see your children back with the same enthusiasm
and curiosity to learn more. Teachers are brewing up some fun activities
and well thought through lesson plans that will keep your child engaged
and zest for learning heightened in 2018.

